Jerry Slocum will present some of his puzzles on the Martha Stewart Living Television program on the CBS network on April Fool’s Day (Monday April 1, 2002). Two segments were recorded with Martha trying to solve some of the nineteen puzzles that Jerry presented. Martha was amazing at solving Sam Loyd’s Buttonhole Puzzle, but needed help with the “T” Puzzle. She was interested in three puzzle vessels, several Harry Eng impossible puzzles, the Vanishing Leprechauns, several Kamei take-apart puzzles, the four-piece jigsaw puzzle and others. Some puzzles, however, will probably be edited out to fit the time segments available.

The Martha Stewart Living Television program appears weekdays on the CBS network throughout the USA and parts of Canada. In Los Angeles (KCBS), New York (WCBS), San Francisco (KPIX) and Boston (WBZ) the one hour program begins at 9:00 am local time. However, in other cities the broadcast time varies widely, so please check your local newspaper or TV Guide.